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press  coverage of 
WWII 
By 
Helena  D. 
Hong  
DARN 







young boy on 
the cover of a 
book intrigued 
junior  Allison Bletz 
enough to make her 
join  the class 
that will 
discuss
 press coverage 
during World 
War  II and the Holo-
caust.
 
The book was 
"Night," by Elie 
Wiesel, a 
story about 






camps of the 
Holocaust.  
"Night" is one









course being offered this 
fall that 
will explore World 
War II press 
coverage
 of the Holocaust's con-
centration 
camps  and U.S. intern-
ment camps for Japanese Ameri-
cans. 
After
 seeing the books 
at the 
Spartan Bookstore, 
Beltz  met with 
professor Harvey
 Gotliffe to add
 
the class, 


















 has an eclectic
 mix-
ture
 of students 









majors  to a Japanese





camps at age 
20. 
Being 





World  War 11, "I wanted
 to see oth-
ers' reactions to 
this parallel and 
see how it's 
taught,"  Jimi 
Yamaichi  
said, "also how it's 
received." 
Born 
and raised in 
San Jose, 
Yamaichi was sent to 
the Tule 
Lake 
internment  camp in North-
ern
 Calif 
"Press and WINII," MCOM 
96C 
will offer
 students a better under-
standing of how the American
 
media covered the events 
that  took 
 See CLASS,









 shine bright 
in Tapestry Arts 
Festival 




After a few days of 
gray  skies, the sun was 
shining and a woman
 was basking naked 
in
 the 
middle of downtown Sunday. 
There  was no cause for 
alarm,
 however. The 
woman,
 made out of steel,
 was actually part of 
a 
sculpture by Phill Evans that 
was being dis-
played at the Tapestry
 Arts Festival 2000,
 which 
took place Labor Day 
weekend. 
In it's 24th year, the 
festival  included 350 dif-
ferent visual
 artists and several 
performing  
artists including 
belly dancers, folk 
musicians,  
steel drummers and 
salsa and jazz bands. In 
addition,
 the Creativity Zone, set up on 
the cor-
ner of Park 
Avenue  and Almaden Boulevard,
 
offered face and mural painting for 
children as 
well as lessons on how to 
juggle,
 make a puppet 
and
 walk on top of a huge wooden ball 
like  a cir-
cus 
performer. 
Left, the Tapestry 
Arts Festival 2000 took place in 
downtoy.  n San JOAC on 
Saturday. and Sunday. A multi-
tude of 
people  walked the streets. which 
were  filled 
with hundreds of fine ans and 
crafts.  live music. theater, 
dance  and food. The admission was free 
and the festi-
val went 
from 1(1 a.ni. to 6 p.m. 
Above,
 students from 
the Capoeira Narahari School parade through the 
streets of San Jose.
 dancing  to a Samba  Reggae rhythm. 
The festival was organized by Tapestry in Tal-
ent, a group that strives
 to provide arts educa-
tion to public schools and arts
 programs to the 
community. 
Although the programs are available to all 
ages, the 
goal of the program is to involve the 
youth.
 
Angela Kirkner, executive director and, 
according to her business card, "fearless 
leader,"  
believes youth in the San Jose community have 
not been exposed to 
enough  culture and arts. 
"It's a problem," Kirkner said. "Any 
kind of 
exposure to the arts is great, but it needs to go 
one 
step further, it needs to be hands on manip-
ulation." 
As a result, the organization has formed arts 
outreach programs for people in the 
community 
and particularly in schools. The most recent pro-
gram involved students from the Stonegate Park 
 See FESTIVAL, 
Page 12 
Karla Gachei .spectal  le the 
Daily  
Wearing colorful
 costumes. which represent Brazilian 
culture, dancers brought a colorful and enthusiastic 
touch to the fair. Top left, Satvir Bhogal. a San Jose 
State 
University  graduate student. tattoos Lynette 
Vasquez using Henna. a painless temporary substance. 






ativity in the Tapestry. Arts Festival. She has been doing 
this form of art for four years. 





 help new students adjust to 
( 4 
campus life. the 
Spartan  Daily  has put together the 
; 1 
SJSZI Surma, 






and  resources - C L 
As another school year
 begins, park-
ing is 





"Crazy"  is how 
Michelle










 already paid 
$81 for a parking permit and arrives 
later in the day for evening classes, she 
said she still has problems with park-
ing and must sometimes pay for park-
ing 
at a meter. 
Sergeant John 
Laws  of San Jose 
State University Police Department 
said there are enough parking 
garage  
spaces to 
accommodate  about one-third 
of both students
 and employees 
because the turnover rate
 for the 5,083 




regarding placing new garages between 
 See 




the  social element of the college 
experience  
By 
Tiffani  Analla 
DAILY STAFF WRIIIR 
Despite having to shower with 
slippers and 
sharing a bathroom with 20 
people, freshman 
Stacie Ziegler, said the residence halls at San
 
Jose State University can be a 
great place to 
live if you are "willing to step 
out and meet oth-
ers." 
There 
are six three-story brick residence 
halls, which are broken up into 
six wings of 
about 35 students. Those buildings
 include 
Hoover, Royce, Washburn, Allen,






 Services Booklet, are where
 most 
incoming  freshmen are 
placed because they 
pmvide
 them with an easy 
transition  into col-
lege life. 
"I 
found that the red 
bricks, from my 
experi-
ence,
 are very social. 
You  can always find 
people 
hanging around, whether 
they're
 playing pool, 
watching videos, or playing a game of dominos," 
said Resident Adviser Camille Biggs of Hoover 
Hall. 
"The
 social element gives them the confi-
dence they need 
to transition into the universi-
ty as an active participant."
 
Joe West Hall, on the other hand, is a 12 -floor 
residence hall 








































































































































































































































































improve  the 
overall 
performance
















 in a 
better  
neighborhood.
 Move to 
Saratoga,
 where 













































dren  need 
to move 
to
 a better 
district. 
Obviously,
 this is 













































Funding  is 


























parents  t,o 
exercise 



























































are  stuck in 
bad schools.
 However,
 the real 
benefit of 



















































compete  for 
government  






 as world 
leaders,  as is 
evident 
by 
the flow of 
university  
students  from 
all over the 
world who 
trav-
el to the 













































that  giving 
























































Give  people a 
choice   choice 
is better than 
gov-
ernment  telling 
people what










Bill Picht is a 






















38 is a 
state  ballot 
pro-
posal  in which 
the  government 
will pay 
at least 

















 schools being 
underfund-
ed as it is, directing 
more  money toward 
private schools is ridiculous. 
Public schools 
are  designed to 
pre-
pare students for the 
real
 world. 
However, each person 
individually
 and 
collectively  must ask what we want 
schools  to do  not only for the 
st u 
dents, but for our country
 as well. 
If we want a miniscule percentage of 
students  to run the country. 
a slightly larger 
number
 of students to work in big corporations and 
a vast majority 
to
 flip burgers, pump gas and fill our prisons, then we 
should leave our two -tiered educational system exactly the way it is. 
The elite with money and power should continue to buy their children a superior pri-
vate school education and those 
without
 should continue to send their children to dila') 
idated, severely underfunded public schools. 
To solve this problem, the first thing that should be done is to abolish private schools. 
If America is to remain democratic, 
the holes which the privileged society uses to 
escape universal fates must be sealed. 
This can't happen if rich kids are 
taught in small, well-equipped classes by 
highly skilled 
professionals
 and poor children rely on overcrowded, decaying 
classrooms with untrained 
emergency-credentialed  teachers. 
Proposition 38 would give more money to private schools and widen the gap 
of  achievement between 
wealthy children and poor children. 
Another step is to make public 
schools  more like private schools. 
This means we, as a nation must write the check. 
We
 should increase per-pupil spending in every school and end the 
tension  
between funding 
affluent suburban schools versus schools in poor neigh-
borhoods. 
Only then can we offer every student Internet access, safe campuses of 
1,000 students or less, classes of 20 students or 
less  and academically 
sound curriculums taught by 
qualified  teachers. 
Proposition 38 would do more damage to public schools that 
have problems with overcrowding. 
By abolishing segregated classes and segregated schools, we 
put all 
the students in the same boat for equal education. 
In California, teachers
 are not paid what they're worth. 
They make about as much per hour as sales clerks and about 
two-thirds as much as prison guards. 
In the Bay Area, most teachers can't afford to live in the com-
munities where they teach. 
The students are the
 future of America. 
We must reward excellent teachers 
and save students from 
the inadequate
 others. 
Parents who get involved in 
their  children's education by 
attending teacher 
conferences  and PTA
 meetings are 
mostly those 
who have the time 
to volunteer at 
school
 
during the day 








 or no 
English,  have 
an inflexible
 job 
schedule  or 
can't 





















































































Dowling is a 
Spartan
 


















 it. If the 
parents
 are paying












think  research should be 
done on what the best course is 
for 
students.
 If studies show 
that students  do better in 
pri-
vate school environments, then 
the money should go there." 
 Tino Mano, junior 
psychology 
"I 





 for students' 
success. What will
 happen to all 
the kids in the
 urban schools? 
They will 
have
 no money.' 
 Erika Garcia 
grad student 
education 
"(Proposition.  38) 
would  take 
away 
from  public 
schools.  I 
went to high school in Willow 
Glen, and there wasn't
 enough 
money










in favor of it 
because 
public  schools 
don't 
even have 
enough  funding. 
They 
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DAILY  OPINION  










































foot  in 
















































One  friend 
insisted
 that she 
must look "sassy" 
or at least be in 
some 
state  of sassiness.




wearing  her 
sparkly  gold 




I exposed my red
-painted toe-




donned  a sassy 
tank
 top and 
found
 my lucky 
dealer at my 
lucky casino. 
The casino was Bill's, a smaller, 
friendlier place to gamble, where 
the lights blink just as brightly 
and the alcohol flows just as 
freely, 
but the dealers are about 
20 times
 more friendly than those 
at 
Caesar's  or Harvey's. 
My lucky dealer's name was 
Robbie. 
He was a man of small stature, 
with thin fingers and one cocked 
eyebrow over his spectacles. 
I could not lose with Robbie. 
My friends soon discovered 
Robbie's magical winning abilities 
as well. 
In a vodka -induced stupor 
I 
started a Robbie chant,
 and we all 
clapped faster and faster until
 we 
were just yelling 
like a bunch of 
idiots. 
But it paid off. 
It was the lucky 
chant. 
I could have 17 and tell Robbie 
to hit me and the 
card  would be a 
four. I was on 
fire, or at least 
that's what 
they told me. 
Then I discovered
 reverse luck-
iness. A new 
acquaintance of 
mine, I'll call 
him  Josh, was sit-
ting to 
my left and tried to 
tell me 











 terms, hitting means 
asking the dealer to give you 
another card in the hopes of 
reaching a total of 
21. Staying 
means telling the 
dealer you don't 
want
 any cards. I still have 
not  
quite figured out 
what
 doubling 
down means, only 
that you can 
bet more 
money  and will end up 
either losing or winning more. 
Finally, busting means the 
dealer gave 
you  a card that was 
too high,
 and you lose. 
Every 
time  Josh told me to hit, 
I busted.
 When he told me to 
dou-
ble down, I lost. I figured out that 
if I asked
 for his advice and did 
the exact opposite, I would win. 
And I did. 
Every time I won, I tipped Rob-
bie $1. So did everyone else. We 
joked that we would eventually
 
put his children through college. 
I also figured out that screw-
drivers, an orange juice and
 vodka 
concoction, were my lucky drinks. 
About every half-hour a 
cocktail  
waitress named Carly came 
around and
 gave us 
all  free 
drinks. I tipped her a buck each 
time,  too. We all swore there was 
no alcohol in them, until we stood 
up four hours later and had to 
steady ourselves so we 
wouldn't  
fall over. 
By 2 a.m. we were done gam-
bling. I cashed in 
$80 in chips, a 
$60 profit considering IA started 
at only $20. Some people
 won 
more, up to 
$1,000,
 but because it 
was my first time
 truly gcunbling, 
I was pretty stoked. 
We 
all  piled back into our cars 
and drove 
back  to the cabin. We 
stayed up late
 jumping on the 
beds, burning off the
 energy from 
our gambling highs 
arid  finally 
settling down for the evening. 
As I shivered on my futon ,I 
thought about my winnings. 
I'd won $35 on $20 the first 
night...
 
I'd lost $40 the 
next  day... 
I'd won $80 on $20 that night... 
Renting the cabin cost $68 and 
the groceries were $15... 
Going out 
to eat one evening 
cost $20... 
I did the math. 
I was down $68. I'd truly won 
nothing. 
If I were to take out the cost of 
eating and renting, that would 
put me ahead at $35. 
I liked thinlcing of it that way 
much 
better.  
And anyway, if I'd won nothing 
it was really OK with 
me.  
I fell asleep in 
the chilly air 
and dreamed of blinking lights, 
ever-growing piles of chips and 
Robbie's crooked smile. 
Erin Mayes is the Spartan 
Daily Managing Editor 
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Delta Sigma Pi  Co-ed busi-
ness fraternity
 
Meet the chapter and learn more 
about us, 7 p.m. in the Student Union,
 
Coatanoan room. For more informa-
tion,
 call Mary Ruth at 230-9081. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35 
p.m. at the Campus Ministry 








Welcome Day 2000: information 
table, 
10
 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Sev-
enth Street Plaza. 
Information  ses-
sion, I p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student 
Union, Almaden room. For more 
information, call Sara at 298-7723. 
Student  Life Center 
Welcome Day 2000: Resource 
Fair, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Sev 
enth and Ninth Street Plazas 
For  
more information, call Claire Harg-
reaves
 at 924-5955. 
Re-entry and Computer Help 
Program (Reach)
 
Brown bag lunch/welcome party, 
noon
 to 1:30 p.m. at the Student 
Union,
 Pacheco room. For more infor-
mation, call Jane Boyd at 924-5950. 
AIESEC San Jose 
Informational
 meeting for mem-
ber recruitment, all majors are 
accepted,
 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the 
Student Union, Almaden room. 
Library Donations 
& Book Sales 
Ongoing
 book sale, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.in Clark Library, 4th 
floor, 
Room 408. For rnore information, 
call the acquisitions department at 
924-2705. 
Peer Health Education Program 
Pizza social: come find out 
what  
we can do 
for you, noon to 2 p.m. in 
the Health building, Room 208. 
Please R.S.V.P. by Tuesday. For 
more information 
and  to R.S.V.P., 
call Idelle Fraser at 924-6204. 
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
Rush party "Illusions," 10 p.m. 
at 715 Harrison 
St. in San Francis-





Hispanic Business Association 
First meeting, 4:30 p.m. in the 
Student  Union, Almaden room. For 
Octavio 
at 815-6482. 
SJSU Film Club 
Free film preientatTon, 9 p.m.
 at 





Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
"Singled out" with the brothers 
of Pi Alpha 
Phi, 6:30 p.m.in front of 
the Event Center. For more infor-
mation, call Judy (5101 367-6884. 
Zeta Chi Epsilon 
Information night, 8 p.m in the 
Student Union, Pacifica room. For 
more information, call 309-1823 
Sparta Guide provided free of charge
 to 4i,, 
dents. faculty and staff The deadline tor mines 1. 
noon, three days before 
the deeimd publication Ash. 
Entry forms are evadable 
in the Spartan lied. 
Office Space rennetions may require editing of sub 
missions Entnes are  pnnted in the ortkr whub 

























 night shifts available. 
Additional shifts available
 Monday -Friday (on call 




 for benefits. 
Work 
performed  in our Product
 Distribution 
Center







and moving  
newspaper  
bundles  
Position requires the 
following:  
 Ability to 
lift up 
to
 30-35 lbs 
repetitively
 
 Ability to 
understand  English 
 Ability
 to pass pre -employment drug
 test 
For immediate consideration, here are your options: 
 Fill 







 Mail your resume to the Mercury News. 
 







 To speak to someone about job specifics, 
please contact Aime Santos, at (408) 920-5930. 
San 
Jose  Mercury News 










Opinion page policies 
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter 
to the editor. 
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue 
or
 point of view that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited
 for 
clarity, grammar. libel and length Submissions must 
contain  the author's name, 
address, phone number, signature and major. 
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Dail) 
Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by. fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at 
SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of 
Joumalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State University, One Washington 
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
 
Editorials are written by, and are the 
consensus
 of, the Spartan Daily edi-
tors, not 
the staff. 
Published opinions and advertisements do not 
necessarily' reflect the views of the 




















it's a real 
hassle  to send them
 
back if 
you  change 
your mind
 or 
drop a class. 
Not 
so






web  site. 
Whether 
you  buy in the 
store or 




 fast and easy. 
We're  
right on campus and 
we have an 
even bigger 





supplies  online. 
Plus, you can 
shop online 
and  pick up your 
order at 
our store. 
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 in Nebraska 
loss 
DAIL) SI )14 ItLPORI 
San Jose State University run-
ning back Deonce Whitaker 
rushed for 147 yards






 in Lincoln, 
Neb., 






the  nation's top 
ranked team,
 couldn't contain the 
5 -foot -6 -inch junior to begin the 
contest. He 
torched the Corn -
huskers defense for 113 yards in 
the first quarter, including a 69 -
yard run that 
gave  Nebraska's 
head coach 
Frank  Solich 
some-
thing to worry about. 
"Deonce 
certainly was a 
lot of 
trouble,  especially early 
on in the 
ball game," Solich
 said, according 
to the huskers.com 
website. "He's 
got excellent 
quickness.  You can 
see why he was touted coming in 
as
 an excellent 










Spartans  a 
headache  of 
their  own 
by
 leading 
Nebraska  to 
505  yards 
on the 










































 very, very dominant," 
said 
Spartan head
 coach Dave Bald-
win on the 
website.  "We couldn't 
stop them.
 I think we stopped 
them two or three times all 
game." 
Despite suffering a 36
-point  
defeat, the Spartans never 
stopped 
competing,  often on the 
verge of breaking the game wide 
open. But they had trouble put-
ting the hall in the 
end zone. 
 -  
"You 
can see why 
he 
was touted 





head  coach 
After his 69 -yard 
scamper to 
Nebraska's 7 -yard
 line, Whitaker 
punched it in for the 
Spartans' 
first score of the 
contest.  The play, 
however, was 
called  back because 
SJSU didn't have enough 
players  
on 
the  line of scrimmage. 
Spartan quarterback Marcus 
Arroyo threw a 
touchdown
 pass 
to Rashied Davis a few 
plays  
later,
 but it was also called back. 
SJSU finally scored 
its first 
touch 
down on a nine -yard pass 
from Arroyo to An Truong,
 but 









 we were in 
the  red 
zone. I think
 we got in the 
end 
zone four times and only 
came 





were  within 
eight points 
(14-6) after one quar-
ter but the Cornhuskers
 quickly 
squandered any 
hope of an upset, 
extending their lead to 28-6 by 
halftime, and 




scored their final touch-
down of the game in the third 
quarter on a 19 -yard 





called back the play before. 
The  
Spartans were penalized 12 
times 
for 65 
yards  in the game. 
"We knew we could
 move the 
ball. We have 
been  in situations 
where we have 
talented
 wide 
receivers. But we self destructed
 
and 
stepped  on 
our
 own toes 
down there. 
We
 have to stop 
mak-
ing  those 
mistakes
 if we are going
 
to make it to the












 felt his team 







 of yards and 
everything,  
but I 
was  very pleased with the 
way our kids competed,"
 Baldwin 




 And that was 







DAII) STALL EDIIOR 
ESPN
 called the San Jose 
State University vs. Nebraska 
football





the Spartans as an "appetizer." 
The odds makers in Las Vegas 
gave the 
Cornhuskers  an edge of 
49 points. 
Even the Daily 
Nebraskan
 
- the University of Nebraska's 
student 
newspaper  - took shots 
at the Spartans. 
"They stink," 
wrote one of the 
Nebraskan's columnists. 
Now, this may not 
agree with 
the opinion of media in the rest of 
the country, but
 the Spartans 
didn't do that bad. 
Sure, SJSU lost 49-13 Satur-
day. But it wasn't the death of the 
football program. 
It wasn't an 
embarrassment. It 
wasn't a demolition.
 It was a loss. 
The outcome was a little lop-
sided, but
 this is Nebraska. The 
Big Red. The 
No.  1 team in the 
nation. 




 in the whole state (take 
that Daily 
Nebraskan).  
"They've beaten people 70-7, 65-
7," said Spartan linebacker Josh 
Parry. "It's a tough place to be. But 
we held our own." 
Thirteen points
 may not seem 
like holding their own,
 but the 
Spartans
 beat the spread. 
They had three touchdowns 
called back. They 
picked off three 
passes
 from Heisman-hopeful Eric 
Crouch. 
And  they gave the Nebras-
ka defense a run for its money. 
Thanks, in part, to Deonce 
Whitaker. 
The senior 
tailback  did what he 
does best - make defenses miss. 
His 147 yards on 
the ground 
was the most against the Corn -
huskers since 
aguy by the name of 
Ricky Williams from Texas had 
156 in 1998. Willituns went on to 
win  the Heisman Trophy. 
As a whole, the 
Spartans'  
ground attack had 198 yards,
 the 
most gained against Nebraska, 
again, since 1998. That time,
 it was 
Kansas State, who 
beat the 
Huskers 40-30. 
"They're supposed to be the No. 
1 defense in the nation and, for the 
most 
part,  we did a lot of the 
things we wanted 
to do," said jun-
ior wide receiver 
Casey  LeBlanc. 
The one thing the Spartans did-
n't do was win. 
But it's not like they're the 
first  
team to lose to 
Nebraska.  This is 
a team that
 has lost only seven 
108
 
Thursday, September 7'h from 5pm  7:30pm 
oAdled 
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Jobs 
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 We offer Full 
Time & Part Time 
employees  competitive wages 








 Vacation/Sick/Holiday/Training%  
Long Term Disability,
 Child ('are Discount, 40IK and
 MITCH MORE! 
ASK 







24hr.  job Hotline: 1-888-9-CDICDC 
Send resumes to: 




games since 1993. And the 49-13 
final score doesn't look so bad in 
comparison.
 
Last year the Huskers beat 
Iowa 42-7 and Cal 45-0 
in their 




"For the most 




wanted to do." 
- Case) 
LeBlanc.  
junior wide receiver 
Nebraska ain't
 no joke. 
They hold the active record for 
winning on opening day, which 
stands at 14 years in 
a row. 
And many 
of those were 
far 




Texas  lost 76-14 to open 
the 1993 season. In 
1995,  Okla-
homa State
 were victims in a 64-
21 Nebraska 
win.  In 1997, Akron 
went home 59-14 losers. 
So, in the grand
 scheme of 
t hings, SJSU vs. Nebraska ended in 
nothing more than a win and a loss. 
But, the Spartans weren't
 
demolished. They proved they 




Marcus Arroyo can still throw. 
Josh Parry can still tackle. And 
Deonce Whitaker can still run. 
"We always competed with 
them," Whitaker said. "Anyone 
and everyone who watched the 
game 
knows  that." 











What he did: Rushed
 for 147 
yards. His 69 -yard run was the 
longest for SJSU this season. 
Trivia: Gained the most yards on 
Nebraska since Ricky Williams 
rushed for 156 in 
'98. 









What he did: Led team with 11 
tackles. Had one interception. 
Trivia:The interception against 
Nebraska was the first of his 






Position: Running back 
What he did: Rushed
 for a 
career -high
 208 yards and two 
touchdowns. 
Trivia: His previous career high
 
was 180 yards 
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MacMillan,  U.S national soccer 
team player No. 8, is 
fighting  for the 
ball against 
Brazilian  player








 was played 












Sebastian II iibnann 
Daily Staff 
sold out crowd of 26,853, the largest number of fans in attendance for 
the women's 
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By Clarissa
 Aljentera 






host to some of 
the  biggest 
names in soccer
 when the U.S. 
women's national
 team shut 
out  
Brazil 4-0 Friday. 
It was 






Players such as Mia Hamm, 
Brandi 
Chastain  and Lorrie 




 as University 
of North Carolina, Stanford 
University and Santa Clara 
University, gathered for their 
last game on American 
soil. 
College
 soccer programs 
across the United States are 
breeding grounds for national 
competitions said women's U.S. 
national head coach April Hein-
richs. 
The college and professional 
players of the 23 -member U.S. 
national team contribute equal-
ly, she said. 
"Every one of our players 
played their best soccer to get 
on the team and college coaches 
produce
 greater teams which 
are more 
attractive  and 
diverse," Heinrichs added. 
The team members range in 
age from 32 -year
-old defender 
Joy Fawcett, 
who  reigns from 
the University of California 
Berkeley, to 20
-year -old defend-
er Danielle Slaton from Santa 
Clara 
University  
Slaton is the only national 
player left with college eligibili-
ty 
And she isn't intimidated 
about the trip to Sydney. 
"I can pursue my dream and 
go to the Olympics," Slaton said. 
"It is such a great opportunity. 
Santa Clara is on the quarter 
system so I'm not missing 
a lot." 
Slaton said she wasn't 
always used to playing with 
such high -profile players. 
"I've played with them more 
and more, and I'm used to 
them,"
 the 20 -year-old said. "I 
think I have 17 
older  sisters. I 
don't look 
at
 it as intimidation. 
It is more like
 older mentors to 
look up to." 
Her mentors include 
players  
such as 
Julie  Foudy, Hamm and 
Chastain, 
who is a coach at 
Santa Clara. 
For Slaton, it has 
been
 an 
eye-opening experience to play 
alongside her college coach. 
"It is amazing," Slaton said. 
"I have known her as a coach 
and a player, and she is always
 
there
 playing next to me. I 
 
"Every one









- April Fleinrichs, 
U.S. Head Coach 
couldn't have had a better coach 
and peer." 
Chastain is 
well known for 
scoring the winning penalty 
kick against China in the 1999 
Women's
 World Cup. 
Slaton's former Bronco team-
mate Nikki Serlenga is also excit-
ed to compete with her 
fellow  
schoolmates and 
national  team 
members. 
"It is unreal for me," Serlenga 
said. "So far, training for
 four 
months has been hard to get 
excited 
about.
 It probably hit me 
when we were fitted 
for the open-
ing ceremonies outfit." 
Serlenga said she had a diffi-
cult time deciding between aca-
demics or the team. 
"In the beginning, I was hesi-
tant whether or not to take off 
school. It was tough for me to stop 
academics and do soccer 100 per-
cent." 
Serlenga doesn't have any soc-
cer eligibility remaining at Santa 
Clara but has six classes to finish 
toward her psychology degree. 
"I could take it on the road, but 
I definitely want to get a degree 
from Santa Clara. I have to give it 
110 percent." 
You can exchange 
Hyour
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SpartanBookstore 
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State  University 
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of beating the daily rush 
 continued






























that  there 
is not 










may  have 
cost $20

































































 for an 
hour and a half the
 first day of 
school, I got so 
frustrated I just 
came here," 
said Yen Do,











drives  to school every
 day, 
used
 the garages last 
semester and 
said 
she  prefers the park 
and ride, 
claiming she 
never has to wait longer
 
than five 
minutes for a 
shuttle.  
If 
the first lot on Seventh
 Street 
fills up, there is 
an
 extension of the 
Park and
 Ride on Alma Street, 
located  behind the Ice Centre. 
In addition to not 
having  to cir-
cle the garage looking for a park-
ing space, and having a ride to and 
from your car when the bus is not 
too crowded, the lot has been pro-
viding free 
coffee and doughnuts in 
the mornings, Do said. 
Free parking is offered at the
 
Park and Ride lot for the first two 
weelcs of school and 
will  cost a dollar 
a day thereafter. The shuttles to 
main campus run 
every 10 to 20 min-
utes from 6 a.m.
 to 9:45 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday.
 The shuttle runs 
from 7:15 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. Fridays. 
The university has also begun a 
pilot program in conjunction with 
permitstore.com to offer $40 
semester permits online for the 
Park
 and Ride lot. 
For those who don't mind paying 
a higher price for parking, various 
metered spots are around the cam-
pus perimeter and city garages, 
such as the garage on Third and Sall 
Carlos Streets, have rates starting 
at $1.50 for the first hour, and a dol-
lar for every hour after that. 
Fliers have also been posted on 
1 lth Street for a Web site called 
parkquick.com, claiming "students 
willing to pay you money to rent a 




dents on what days and times a 
spot is needed 
and how much they 
are willing to pay each
 month. The 
site promises
 to post students 





options to an SJSU 

















 housing link) 





 by our 




Services  on 
the  ground 
level  of Joe 
West  Hall 
at the












































































































































































































































































































































































































































to ride free 
of
 
charge on any Santa
 Clara Valley 
Transit  Authority
 bus and 
light  
rail with 





cation. Four vanpools are support-
ed by the program
























Web  site on 
the 
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 class. For 
further 






PROGRAM  OF INTEREST TO HEALTH CARE 
PROFESSIONALS
 AT USF'S CUPER77NO
 CAMPUS - FALL 2000
 
THERE  IS STILL TIME TO ENROLL! 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
with a 
concentration  in 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
 Focus on managed care and integrated delivery systems. 
auses meet in an alternate Friday evening/Saturday morning format. 
FOR 
MORE
 INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 
408-255-1701 
University of San Francisco
 
South Bay Regional Campus 
20085 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Cupertino, CA 95014 
Phone: 408-255-1701 Email: cupertinocampus@usica.edu 
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you'll  



















"Make the library your 
friend.  
Learn





"Make sure to get a catalog 
and 
schedule early. Talk to a 
counselor
 
early. Get all your business taken 
care of 
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Come visit OS iit 
HILLEL OF SILICON VALLEY 
336 E. WILLIAM 
STREET
 
IN SAN JOSE 





UP TO  
$12.50/HOUR  
We are seeking energetic. detail 
oriented  team players 
for the 






in this rob,. you will be 




ot chemical data new compound weighing and disbursement. and compound preparation for 
biochemical testing Candidate must have some college coursework and familiarity with c hem 
rkirribiolote
 
laboratory practices famillanty with 
Microsoft






We will rely on you to recove article orders, photocopy
 articles at Stanford Unrversib 
lane
 or 
Swain libraries and order 
articles  Additional
 clerical
 library duties 
will  induct. 
checking
 in purnals, 
claiming  missing
 issues, processing lab notebooks, maintaining data 
base. etc Candidate must possess own transportation and a valid California driver's license 
Reference Code 00036 
Both positions pay 811 812.50/hour Please respond. Indicating Reference Code, via email 
to jobs.sclosinc.com or mail to SCIOS, Human Resources Department 
749  North Mary 
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DORMS: Students see pros and cons 
 continued
 from Page I 
students. This dormitory  consists 
mostly of transfer students and 
returning residents. 
The
 average cost 
of living in 
the
 residence halls 
depends on 
the meal plan 
selected by 
the  res-




 cost is about 
$6,306  per year. 
For 15 meals 
per week, 
the  cost is 
$6,575 and 

























starts at 5 




 eat their 
meals





























Yet there are those who 
don't  
like to cook and don't mind eating 
the food. David Williams, a resi-
dent of Joe West Hall, likes the
 
fact that 
"the food is right there
 





















































benefit  of 























Neyman,  a 
mechanical engineering student 
and third -year
 SJSU resident 
said he recommends living in the 
residence
 halls to incoming stu-
dents. "It's worth the experience, 
just because it made me grow a 
lot," Neyman said. "I've been able 
to make better decisions involv-
ing social situations." 
However, the




residence halls is the 
condition  of 
the bathrooms. 
*Rob  Mills, a 




wishes, "the showers were 
more individualized." 
Anneli Rehemets, a freshman 
majoring in 
psychology,  and resi-
dent at Hoover Hall agreed, 
"The bathrooms are the worst 
part," she said. 
She also said that it is difficult 
to keep focused academically 
because 
there  is never a boring 
moment. There are, 
however,  
mandatory 
quiet hours. Quiet 
hours are from 8:00 p.m. to 8:00 
a.m. Sunday to Thursday. On Fri-
day and Saturday, quiet 
hours 
begin at 1 a.m. and end at 10 a.m. 
The thrill
 and excitement of 
living
 in the residence halls is 
gone for 
junior
 Rohan Kumar, a 
third year 
resident
 and computer 
engineering major. 
"The
 first year was probably 
more fun than any
 other," Kumar 




 time to have fun." 
The atmosphere
 of independ-
ence and starting fresh is an 
exciting prospect t'or many rookie 
residents. However, Kumar 
advises incoming residents to 
keep their priorities straight as 
students.
 
"You get to meet the real 
world,"
 Kumar said. "You're not 
protected, you 
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'Visit Spartan Bookstore ler [Neale. 
hang 
with  the buds. 
stretch out 
and  relax. 
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By Bill Nicht 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Gladys Clark of San 
Jose 
remembers "two old ladies riding 
around in an electric car," when 
she was a child 
living  in Orange, a 




 than 50 years later, 
she's 
pleased




 the circle." She 












The  program, led





funded  by a federal 
grant, seeks





second goal of the
 program is 
to determine if 
"these  things work 
in an urban 
neighborhood  environ-
ment," 





 electric vehicles 
produce no 
emissions  at the point 









































team  for 
analysis.











 must be at least 25 

















Electric cars have changed a lot 
since
 
Clark  first saw 
them. While 
Clark  described the cars of her 
youth as "very square, like car-
riages," the cars on display in San 
Jose are dominated by ovoid 
shapes and use stylish, alu-
minum -welded 
frames. These two 
and four seat vehicles, known 
as
 
GEMs, are manufactured by Glob-
al Electric Motorcars of Fargo, 
North Dakota. 
The street -legal GEMs reach 25 
mph and have a range of about 20 
miles per charge. 
Clark  said she 
plans to use her car t,o get her 
shopping done. GEM cars use 
about three cents worth of electric-
ity per mile, 
Salas  said. 
The project also offers a single 
passenger 
personal  transport 
module
  The Sparrow  
that is 
manufactured  by Corbin-
Motors.com of Hollister. The vehi-
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Standardized tests are predictable 
Understanding
 them is what 
Kaplan is all about 
Classes start: 
GRE-October 2 and November 1 
GMAT- September 9, October 9 and November 7 
LSAT- 




September  10 and November 8 
Call
 today to 
enroll!  
and
 a car, with two 
wheels  in front 
and one in the rear. 
The tiny one
-seater  is freeway
 
legal  and can drive up 
to 40 to 60 
miles on a 
single
 charge. The 
inte-
rior is 




difficulty  getting 
into the 
module   and gives
 the 
feeling of being inside a ride 
at
 an 
amusement  park. 
"We call 
it
 the flying 
coffin,
 not 
because we don't think 
it's safe, 
but 
because  you get inside it and 
it's this big and you're on the 
free-
way  doing 70 miles an 
hour and 
you are about this tall," Salas said. 
"I think it's safer than a motorcy-
cle." 
Right now, the primary appeal
 
of these cars is novelty and fun.
 
"They are so cute and 
so cool," said 
Ted Smith, a program applicant 
from San Jose. 
But style
 isn't the only motiva-
tion for applicants. "I've been 
involved in environmental issues 
for a long time," Smith added. "So 
'm really glad that they are doing 
that here." 
Joel Turner Daily staff 
David Morrison 
inspects  the Sparrow, 
a one -seater version 
of
 the electric vehicles 
being  demonstrated 
Saturday.  
The Sparrow is being 
offered as a commuter 
vehicle and is freeway
 legal with a maximum
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a charger and 
30 
minutes  of local
 
airtime.








 of life 
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simple.  
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VATICAN  CITY 
(AP)  
 The







are growing attempts 
to depict all religions as 
equal, accusing some 
Catholic theologians of 
manipulating funda-
mental truths of the 
church.
 
























grace, it is 

















 Mother Teresa's 
death, Pope John 
Paul II on Tuesday




who decide to remain
 childless.
 
Meeting with adoptive families and nuns from 
the  
Missionaries of Charity, the order 
founded
 by Mother 
Teresa, John Paul
 was lavish in praise for 
her.
 
After Mother Teresa died 
in 1997 at 87 after a life 
spent caring for outcasts 
in the slums of Calcutta, 
John Paul
 waived 
the customary five-year 
waiting  
period to start the process leading to possible saint-
hood.
 
"It seems to us 
that  we still see her passing 
through the world in search
 of the poorest among the 
poor, always ready to open new places for charity, 
welcoming all as a true mother," the pope said. He 
made 
no
 mention of prospects for sainthood. 
John Paul decried that, in the face of many chil-
dren who don't 
have parents, "there are so many cou-
ples who decide to remain without children for rea-
sons not 
rarely selfish." 
The pope took to task those who "desiring to have 
their 'own' child at all costs, go beyond the legitimate 
help that medical science can assure procreation,
 




The pope has condemned 
such techniques as in 
vitro fertilization, insisting 
that
 the only way to have 
children is sex between husband and wife. 
John 
Paul, while praising the concept of adoption,
 
seemed to be closing the door to that 
possibility  to 
single people or unmarried couples.
 
When a family is 
"solidly  joined by marriage, it 
assures the child that serene
 environment and that 
affection, 
both
 paternal and maternal, which he 
needs for full human development." 
Italian lawmakers recently 
wrestled  with propos-
als to allow unmarried people to adopt but decided to 




ink; thzy tire 
in a gravely 
deficient  
situation 
in comparison with 
those 
who, in the church,
 have the full-
ness
 of the means of 
salvation,"
 
said the declaration by the Congre-
gation for the
 Doctrine of the 
Faith, the guardian of church 
orthodoxy.
 
Pope John Paul II has made 
Inter
-religious  dialogue one of the 
principal goals 
of his 22 -year papa-
*  but the document made clear 





uals and not to religious doctrine. 
It is the second recent document 
by the congregation warning 




 religions and 
denominations. 
Italian media 
have reported the 
congregation also 
has warned 
against the phrase "sister church-
es," saying that 
it






 all churches. That doc-
ument has not yet been released. 
Tuesday's document, and 
remarks by the congregation's 
head, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, 
at a news conference repeatedly 
referred 




 the "principle 
of 
tolerance and respect 
for freedom" 
promoted
 by the reforms
 of the 
Second Vatican 
Council





surpassed  " 
ogy
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document said "there exists 
a sin-
gle church of Christ,
 which sub-
sists in the Catholic church, gov-
erned by the 
successor
 of Peter and 
by the bishops in communion with 
him." 
It said "baptism" 
in other 
denominations "tends
 per se 
toward the full 
development
 of life 
in Christ." 
"The 
lack of unity among Chris-
tians is certainly a wound for 
the 
church," the
 document said, saying 
it hindered "the 
complete fulfill-
ment of 
her universality in histo-
rY-" 
The 
declaration,  a complex theo-
logical  document, was 
titled "On reiterating
 long -held teaching,
 cit-
the Unity and Salvific Universality
 
ing a 
Second Vatican Council dec-
of Jesus Christ and
 the Church." laration 





 it was 
only
 one true religion continues to exist 






come under fire in some 
parts of the world. Dur-
ing a trip to India last 
year, 
where he faced 
protests by some Hin-
dus, the pope called
 for 
religious tolerance but 
said the church had the 




Keeler of Baltimore, 
who is 
active
 in dialogue 
with American Jews, 




 of the church 
position.
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night  can mean junk 
food, 
and  lots of it. New BALANCE GOLD; with its 
40-30-30  ratio of 
carbs, protein and 
dietary fat, is a 
great -tasting way 
to
 help give your 
body  sustained 
enerri.
 
Plus, it has 23 
essential vitamins
 and minerals. 
Why  not check 
out
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 at the 










display  at the 
County 



















but only if Mary
 dies. Doctors 
want to 
operate,
 but the 
parents  
prefer to trust
 the will of God.
 
Thus,  the fate of 
Siamese  twins 
from Eastern 
Europe is in 
the 
hands of doctors 




















asked  Tuesday: 
"What is 
this creature 









 argued that 







a futile life." 
Jodie 
and  Mary  
false  names 







at:St.  Mary's 
Hospital in 
Manches-
ter  and are joined
 at their lower
 
abilomens. 
Mary's  brain and body 
ar0 less 






says it is highly 
probable that if 
lei unseparated,
 both twins 
will 
dit
 within six 
months
 as Jodie's 
hettrt  fails. 
The  parents, who









decision by a High
 Court judge 
to allow 
surgeons  to 
separate  the 
twins.  
The girls' 





came  here for 




 "the very 
best 












 it has been a 
subdued  case 
 one with 
no
 faces. The 
parents 
have not been 









has  not seen pictures








to travel to 







 scans if 
needed. 












of the case. 
Judith 








 said Jodie 
would have a 
good 
quality  of life 
and the possi-
bility 







 severed from 
Mary 
"Jodie is 
expected  to have a 
nor-
mal brain 
and is of normal
 intelli-
gence," Parker
 said. "She 
might  be 
able
 to go home 





 doctor in 
charge
 of the 
twins 
was identified in court 
only 
as Dr. B. He 
said in court Monday 
that 






















 said it 













































































































































 to seven 
elementary 
schools 






 in dance 
artists 
who 












"We try to 



































Shafer  said 








arts,  he also 
said, 
"Schools 
































artist,  Amado 




Yaqui  Indian 
life
 in Mexi-
co, came all the
 way from 
Santa  
Fe, N.M., 

















"I am of the 
belief that 
the 
artist has to 
take  his work 
wherever  he 


































 his son, 
Dennis, 
said  the 
paintings
 affect
 all, from 
the very
 young to 
the  very old. 
Fredric's  
paintings  





















































 games in a 
one called "Leap 
Frog" and teen-
age crushes in another, 
"Love  at 
First Sight." 
'This is a multicultural art, 
everyone can relate to 
it,"
 Dennis 
said. "They're paintings that 
cross all boundaries. All national-
ities, cultures and races all expe-
rienced these different things." 
Fredric agreed, 
"We've  had lit-
tle 
kids
 react to it (paintings). I've 
seen grown men walk away in 
tears because of these paintings." 
Dennis commented that these 
memories are definitely of a dif-
ferent time. "Everything is so 
high-tech,"  Dennis said. "Our 
young kids today 
don't  have the 
same fundamentals. They can't 
put a skateboard
 together like we 
used to. 
Those  things are all 
gone." 
Pena




tant part of 
our  whole being. 
We're 
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mad.  paper and Caller ID and no
 'ono *Stance 
harges 
to anywhere in the 
US Canada Or Mexico 
Pacifir
 Bell 
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Pack Bell Wireless is giving away live tree trips to Australia 
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year-old boy hit by bricks from 
a 
chimney  in the weekend 
earthquake was still in critical
 
but stable 
condition  Tuesday, 
two 
days after he pulled 
through six hours
 of surgery. 
Nathan Schenk
 was expect-
ed to undergo another opera-




and other internal 
injuries, officials at 
Children's 
Hospital in Oakland said. 
The boy 
was sleeping
 near a 
fireplace 
during  a slunaber party 
in his familYs living room in Napa 
early Sunday when a 5.2-magni-
tude earthquake hit the area. The 
chinmey came tumbling down, 
burying 
him under hundreds of 
bridal 
Nathan's doctors had to 





































California  and 
federal
 officials to 


















quake  have 
ranged as 
high as 
$50  million. 




 of Napa 
near  the 
small
 town of 
Yountville,  
in an 
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feminist  icon 
who once 
dismissed  




 is a first-time
 
bride at the













 61, in 




many  years to 
make mar-
riage more 
equal,  I never 
expected  to take 
advantage  
of it myself," Steinem said in a release issued Tues-
day by Voters for Choice, a political action committee 
she helped create. 
"I'm happy, surprised and one day will write about 
it, but for now, I hope this proves what feminists 
have always said - that feminism is about the abil-
ity to choose what's right at each time of our lives." 
For years, Steinem said the 
chances  of her ever 
marrying were slim. In 1987, she said: "I don't think 
marriage  has a good 




for a person and a 
half.  You became a 
semi -non
-person  when you got married." 
The ceremony attended by 
family and friends took 
place in the home
 of Wilma Mankiller, 
former  chief of 
the Cherokee
 Nation, said Nicole 
Vandenberg  of Vot-
ers for Choice. It was 
conducted
 at sunrise by an 
Oklahoma judge and Charlie Soap,
 a Cherokee spir-
itual person who is 


























implied.  The classified 
columns of the Spartan 
Daily  
consist of paid advertising 
and offerings 
are  not 



















 benefits & 50% spa dis-




























PART TIME POSITION 
for support in internal computer/ 
networking systems & telecom-
munications








 in Windows 
NT Workstation, NT Server. 98, 
2000 & Mac essential. Need 
at, energetic self-starting, self -
motivated person with a 
"troubleshooter's" mind. Fax
 
resume to 408-297-2995 or 
email to infoOsalasobrien.com. 
RETAIL SALES & 
ASSISTANT MANAGERS 
Renowned coffee 
roaster  has 
openings for retail sales people 
and assistant managers 
We
 
offer competitive pay, bonuses 
and discounts. medical, dental 




coverage. commuter checks. 
401k
 with 15°. match. & flexible 
work schedules Please apply at 





Ave  in San Jose, 










people of all ages. races and 
ethnic backgrounds. Please 
visit our website for more 
information- 
www.peets.com.  
PEET'S COFFEE & TEA 
CROCODILE CAFE 
- hiring for 
Servers. Bussers. *Runners 
Hosts & *Bartenders 
Applications
 accepted between 
2pm-apm 
Valley 












program implementation.  
daily 
operations  & staff 
development  
Requires  30. 
hours/week
 Must 
meet State of CA Titte 22 
Regulations 
Flexible  schedule 
days. 





resume to 408-260-7366 
Email  
ludspark kidspark -centers com
 
or call for 




















 Inc is  seek-
ing native -fluent 
instructors  








(408) 377-9513 or 




























 & Salary 
Flexible schedule,
 approx 30 
hrs  a week 




































required,  but must 
have  excel-
lent communicabon
 skills and 




















adults  Company car & 
training provided No experience 
necessary 
Over 
18. HS grad 





NEEDED  to 
work  P/T 
at 4th & 
Santa  Clara 
Chevron.
 









Of All Races 
Needed  







 bright, responsible. 
non-smoking  women ages 21-

























































job with lots 
of
 flexibility with 
hours.











Service  positions 
available
 to fit your schedule
 at 
our
 beautiful, boutique 
style 
hotel  with 235 elegant guest 
rooms. Just ten mins north of 
SJSU. Please call The Beverly 
Heritage
 Hotel, 408/943-9080 
or FAX 
your resume to Eduardo 
Alcocer.




Desk Agents start at $9.25 plus 
bonus. Bellperson/Drivers start 
at $6.75 






BEHAVIOR THERAPIES TUTOR 
position. To teach a 5 year old 
child who has language & social 
skills delay. Training will be 
provided. 
$12/hour.  Call Kim: 







 Downtown San Jose. 
Inner City Express 
22 W. Saint 
John
 St. San Jose 
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED 









 Daily to 
locations on campus
 & recycle 










 CDL & clean 
DMV,  




Hall, Rm 203 or 
209. For info call 




& weekends in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga. 
Must  be 
neat in appearance with 
good  
customer service skills Must be 
able to drive 
a 5 speed and 






$7-$8/hr.  tips. 
Please call 408-364-0240. 
Golden Gate Valet 
SECURITY
 
Flexible  WorkSchedule 
We train






REGISTRATION  - 
Immediate openings available 
Flexibility around your schedule 
is possible 
Must have strong 
computer 
skills  and an excellent 
telephone
 personality 
Apply  at 
Almaden 
Valley Athletic Club. 
5400 Camden 












We are located on 
10th St a 
mile from campus Some 
Flexibility
 on hours We  deliver 
supplies to coffee houses Must 




 7am - 3pm. 
M -F. F/T & P/T Gain exp 
human  services. Clean DMV 





Party rental business Perfect 
for students Earn $250 Every 
weekend Must have 
reliable  




- Part Time 
Microsoft,
 Excel & general office 
work, etc. For 
more  info call Kevin 
Crowley 408-267-1665. 
EXP. TUTORS NEEDED for Eng. 
Math, Sci.
 Hist. 
etc. Jr. High & 
H.S 
levels. Mon. thru 
Fri.,  3pm - 
8pm. $1,000/ mo. in cash. 
Call 
Ms.
 Scotti at 408-255-5247. 
ATTENTION  SPARTANS: 
Valet parking attendants needed. 






individuals to work daytime and 
evenings. PT/FT.
 weekdays & 
weekends 
available. We will 
work around school schedule. 
Lots of fun & earn 
$8





VOCALIST, GUITARIST OR 
PERCUSSIONIST. 




HELP WANTED! If you enjoy
 
eating ice 
cream and drinking 
coffee and 
getting paid for it, 
Freddie's Ice Cream and 
Desserts is the place for you. 
Freddie's is 
located
 on the cor-
ner of E. San
 Carlos St. and S. 
11th  St. at 505 E. San Carlos. 
Freddie is looking for qualified 
people to smile, scoop, brew, 
create and on occasion, when 
no 
one else is 
looking. lick! 
Freddie's is a great part-time 
job,
 with flexible hours. a great 
manager and a fun atmosphere. 
If you are interested in working 
here, pick up an applicator) at the
 
store. If you have questions e-mail
 
us at Freddieice 
©earthlink.net 
UPSCALE DOWNTOWN SALON 




For Part -Time and 
Full




Fast placement, no fees
 

















Spartan Shops, Inc. 
SJSU 
Need a job? Hours 
are  
flexible to meet your needs.
 All 
positions 
available.  It's conven-
ient, no 
hassle
 with traffic 
congestion. Join your 
friends & 
classmates 
or meet new ones. 
Apply in the units: 
Student  
Union Food
 Court, Sbarross, 
Dining Commons
 or Jamba 
Juice. AS A SPARTAN SHOPS 
EMPLOYEE 
RECEIVE  TEXT-
BOOK & MEAL 
DISCOUNTS!!!!  
Apply Student Union Cafeteria 
(Focd Court & Jarnba) - 
924-1859;  
Dining  Commons - 924-1740 
Sbarro's - 924-1858 
Dining Services office - 924-1850 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: 
HOPE
 Rehabilitation Services 
a  non-profit agency which offers 
a variety of quality 
services  for 
individuals who have develop-
mental disabilities, has P/T & 
F/T employment opportunities 




individual in exchange for rent. 
or assisting someone 
during the 
week with daily 




call Debbie at 408/282-0493 
If you would like information 
about the FT, benefitted 
posi 
lions
 of job coach and instructor 
(day activity 
or
 work activity) 
or 
PT substitute positions in 
various programs
 ($9/hr) call 
Valerie  in HR at 408/748-2890 
We have 
flexibility  to work 
around  a student 
schedule
 for 
the  PT work & are located close 
SJSU
 FT positions 
come  
with 
excellent  benefits This is a 
good 
opportunity  to get practical 
experience  in the field 
& work 
with  a great group of clients & 
staff.
 All majors welcome 
CATERING HELP WANTED. We 
specialize in 
catenng
 ice cream 
sundaes to companies in Sillcon 
Valley. Fun job!!! $10/hr, 4 hour 
minimum, most 
events  are in the 
early afternoon Tuesday through 
Fnday.
 279-1695. 
NEED A FLEX TIME 
JOB or paid 
internship? 
Nationwide  radio 
company is looking for smiling 
voices, For work experience, 
great training, tun and 
money,  
call Christie at 408-360-1370. 
FLAG FOOTBALL 
COACHES  
needed  ASAP for 5th-6th.7th-
8th grade boys. $500 a team, 
2-3 days a week, from 9/5-11/3, 
starting at 3:15. Call Sandy at 
867-6221 x 
142 
ABA / BEHAVIORAL TUTOR 
am/pm. Approx 15 hrs/wk. Work 
w/ 5 yr old boy w/ autism. Please 
call 831-689-9623 for details. 
EMBRACE YOUR 
FUTURE 
32 year old investment
 firm 
seeking marketing representa-
tives for our call center located 
1 block from SJSU. Position 






*Desire to learn 
& 




Aggressive & Competitive 
*Seeking high unlimited income 
Starting income potenbal of 
$25-$50
 per hour. Full & Part 
time shifts available. For 
telephone






to care for easy-going 3 yr old
 
girl and 9 month old boy, 1-2 
times a week. Responsible. 
loving, experienced. Flexible 
day and eve hours 
in our home 
minutes from SJSU:
 287-6998. 
PT CHILDCARE / 
Willow  Glen 
11:30.5:30,
 Tuesday & Thursday.
 
Preschool




 / PLAYMATE 
6 year old boy. Los Gatos. 2:30-
6pm, 2-3 times per week. Must
 
have 
car and great references 
working with 






hours per week Afternoons
 
& some evenings Must 
have 





 (7,10,11), Help 
with homework. chores & meals. 
Transport to activities




CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT 
Local 
Agency - $14-$1 
8/hour
 . 
Best lobs for top applicants! 
STANFORD PARK NANNIES 
408-395-3043 
NAVW spnannies com 
EMPLOYMENT 
Recreation/Swim etc. 
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation 
Leader,
 $11 37 hour 
starting  
Rewarding lob for someone
 
who enjoys 











 and problem 
solving skills to implement 
excit-
ing 
after  school programs 





 school diploma 
or 
equiv 8 pass 
a background 
check before
 starting their 
work assignment
 For more 
information contact the
 Hiring 




 ca us/ 
hum 
res/lobsql  htm 
UFEGUARDS / SWIM lnstuctors 
Now hiring for Fall All shifts 




Santa Teresa Blvd 408-226-9622 
NOW HIRING FLEXIBLE HRS 






 Rec leader 354-8700 x234 
FLAG FOOTBALL COACHES 
needed ASAP for 
5th-6th.7th-
81h grade boys $500 a team, 
2-3  days a week, from 9/5-11/3, 
starting at 3 15 Call Sandy at 
867-6221 x 142 
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM 
Instructors  Needed. 
We will train. 
Call YMCA * 370-1877x18. 
SWIM




round swimming lessons in our 
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor 
facility. Experience a plus. No 
experience? We will train you. 
Choose your hours - as few as 4 
or as many as 40 hours/week. 




at Almaden Valley Athletic 
Club. 5400 
Camden Ave., SJ - 
(408) 267-4032. 




Part-time. Flexible hours. No 
experience necessary. Close to 
SJSU. No 
experience  neces-
sar Will train. Call 
Central
 





Preschool and School Age 
Teachers and 
Aides.
 PT & FT 
with 
excellent  benefits Flexible 
& 
fun environment! Please call 
Tina CP 370-1877 x 29. 
TEACHER, AIDES, SUBS 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
School age care in San Jose 
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS  
Call (408) 283-9200x21 or 




Program.  Looking for 
Instructors  PT. flexible hours. 
Mad Science 
(408) 262-5437 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/ 




F/T & PfT pasffions 
available. 
Substitute  positions 
are  also available that 
offer flex-
ible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher 
positions 
but not 
required  for Aide 
posi-
tions. 





 call Cathy for 
interview 
at 244-1968 or fax resume to 
248-7350  
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS 
At 
Bright Horizons. we are 
seeking talented and caring 
child care professionals to join 
our growing 




Infants, Preschool, School -age 





 which includes tuition 
reimbursement  Join 
us in work-
ing with tomorrow s leaders at 
our 
state of the art facilities
 
where children as well as 






*TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS* 
PfT 
Instructors  Elem 
Schools 
Degree/Credenbal NOT Required 
Opportunity for teaching 
exp 





K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals 
for extended day-
care. P/T in he afternoon No 
ECE units required. Previous 
experience  with children pre-
ferred
 Please call 244-1968 x 16 




-F, approx. 1pm-3pm. 
Work with 
children  in grades 1-8. 
Have willingness to leam and 
confidence to take a class on 
your 
Own  if needed. w/ 
positive  
enthusiastic manner.  $3500. paid 
over 10 months ($350/mo.) Call 






Thinking about a career 
working
 
with children? The YMCA of 
Santa Clara Valley is 
hiring 
Center Directors, Assistant 
Directors, Teachers, Aides, and 
Elementary After -School Recre-
ation Leaders for our Preschool 
& 
Child Care Centers 
San Jose, Cupertimr,Vrat 
Clara, Los Gatos. Saratoga, 
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas & 
Benyessa. Full & Part
-Time  posi-
tions available - hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams, 
great experience in working with 
children,
 career advancement, 
excellent FT/PT benefits and 
training opportunities. Teachers 
require
 minimum 6 units in ECE, 
Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys 
Ed &or other related fields For 
more 
information  8 locations, 
YMCA Job Hotline 408469.1010 










Immediate perm/temp positions 






TEACHER for quakty 
recreabon  
program serving 2 - 12 year 
olds. Must enjoy leading art, 
games and group activities. 
Flex hrs days, 
eve.  weekends. 
PT/FT Team environment. 
Benefits 
avail. ECE units pre-










Spec.  Ed & Regular 
Class,  
$9 53.13.53/hr Saratoga School 
Dist. Call 
867-3424 x504 for info 
& 




 Help prep. 
underachieving  
middle 
school students for 
col-
lege,
 AVID program 3-6 
hr/wk 
$10/hr.















 Call Roger 
749-1897  
YOUR PERSONAUTY 
determines your happiness 
Know why9 Call 1-800-293-6463 
for your




cake  will improve 
your eye 
sight 
NOW Smile Choice Dental Plan 
(includes cosmetic)
 $69 00 
per 
year Save 30°. 60°. 
For info 
call 1-800-655-3225 or 
www studentdental com or 
www goldenwestdental com 
FREDDIE'S Ice Cream & 
Desserts is on the corner of 







IMPROVE YOUR KARMA 
Try 
a double cappuccino 
at Freddie's 



















-line  minimum 
One 
Two Three Four 
Day Days Days Days 
3 








increases  $2 
for
 each additional line per ad 
Rate 
increases  $2 for each additional day. 
FREQUENCY  DISCOUNTS' 
20 
. consecutive issues receive 
10%  off 
40 . 
consecutive







 25°4 off. 
Local  rates apply to 
Santa
 Clara County advertisers
 
and 
SJSU  students, 
staff faculty 
First line in bold for 
no extra charge up to 25 
spaces 
Additional
 words may be set














Send check or money order 
to. (No Credit Cards Accepted)
 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San
 Jose State University
 




 desk is located in 




Deadline 10.00 a 
m two weekdays 
before publication 
 All ads are prepaid 




for  consecutive 




















































RATE:  25% OFF 
-  Rate applies to 
private party 
ads  only, no 
discount
 for other 
persons  or 
businesses.
 
Ads must be placed 
in person  in DBH 
209  from 10am to 
3pm.
 STUDENT ID 
FiEOUIRED  
* 
Lost & Found 
ads are 
offered
 free as a 











Theses,  Term Papers, 
Resumes, Group Projects, etc. 














LOW  FAT' 
(When compared
 to bacon) 
GREEK
  
START YOUR OWN 
Fraternity!  
Zeta Beta Tau is 
loking for men 
to start a 
new  Chapter. If you 
are interested in 
academic  suc-





 to make friends 







ELVIS EATS AT 
FREDDIE'S  
CAMPUS CLUBS 
FREDDIE'S Ice Cream & 
Desserts is on the 
corner of S 
11th
 SI & San Carlos 
(By 7 111 
VOLUNTEERS
  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to 
assist in 
teen
 programming at 
the Southwest 




SING W/ ONE OF SJSU'S FINE 
CHOIRS:
 Meet great people, 
pertorm w/ 
SJ Symphony. All 
majors 
welcome!
 Call Choral 
Act. office 
(408)  924-4332. 
HAVE COMPUTER? WORK 
ONUNEI 
Earn  $500 to $7000 a 
mo. PT /FT. Enghsh 
Bilingual  
also needed. 
Full  Training. 
408-882-5007 
WNW. livelifeyoulove .com 
FREDDIE 
attended Professor X's 
school
 




at Freddie's outdoor 
patio 
Looking 
For A Place To Live? 
www housing101 net 







Phone  Quotes 













8pm Mon - Sat 
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE 
HEALTH/BEAUTY 
LOSE UP 
TO 30 LBS. 
30-Day Money
 Back Guaranteed:- ... 
Natural. 
Dr. Recommended..  





















 pap smear testing. 
physical
 exams, condoms. etc 
Available 7 days a week by 
appointment.









number of friends & 
waistline! 















readers  should be 
reminded that.
 when making 
these 
further
 contacts, they 
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45 Like a judge 4 Bunch 































address  8 Toll 
Pierre 
54 





 Eat to lose 
58 
Summer

























































































































































WEOM-SD-11.  SI P I I R 
6. 2000 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY' 
Your  hair 
here.  
Wash. Rinse. 
Win  a New 
Beetle











Any of this sound fa a 
rakets%
 
"Of course you 
don't look 
fat 
"It's not you. It's me." 
"No, Officer, I have no idea how fast I was goin 
Yeah, we all stretch the truth every now and then, but here's an opportunity where a 
pays to be honest. The COME CLEAN WITH 
PERT Sweepstakes. FIRST PRIZE is a 
New Beetle with tree car washes for a 
year  SECOND PRIZE is 
free
 maid 
service  for 
a 
year. THIRD PRIZE is your veiy own Lie 
Detector  Machine. Just try Pert Separate 
Shampoo
 and Conditioner, tell LIS what 
you  really think, fill out the questionnaire,
 
and send it to us. You'll' be 
automatically  registered
 for the 
sweepstakes.
 
The Come Clean With 
Pert Sweepstakes Entry Form 
What's
 your honest opinion? 























2 What do you think




 s why: 
.._  
0 I 
don't  love them. 
Here's  why 
0 I believe 
Pert has made my lite complete
 Here s why 
3. So come clean... did you really try it? Tell us the UPC number.
 
(Past they re the 
numbers






You can also 
















I On en 
official 
entry  form Of plain 
piece of 7 
5" paper,
 hand 
print your complete 
ozone,
 address.
















 in a 
hand addressed envelope no larger than 4 I/9 it 91/710101 to Come 
Clean 
With  







 entry per envelope 
Entries  must be 
postmarked  
by 10/3190 













residents  of the contiguous
 U S 
18 yea,
 of age 







& Gamble. its 
subsidiaries.  affiliates, 
advertising  and promotion 
agencies  end their faintly 
members
 and/or those living in 
the same household All 







prohibited  by 
law 
4 A random drawing will 
be
 held on 
or 
about  II/10/00 
from among 
all  
eligible  entries received by 
11/6/00 by 























winners  must respond to any 
required  Affidavit of 
Eligibility/Release  of liability/Prize
 
Acceptance Form within 7 days of anempted delivery of same Noncompliance
 within this time period may result in dischialification and the selection of an 
alternate winner Return of any prize/prize notification as undeliverable will result in disqualification and an alternate winner will be selected
 Lime one prize 
per family/household 
No Poster or substitution of prize permitted Sponsor reserves the right to substitute prize of owe or greater value All federal. state 
and local taxes. insurance, licensing, registration and 
title  fees are the sole responsibility of winner Acceptance of tette offered constitutes permission to 
use 
winnei s name and/or likeness tor purposes of Overusing and trade without further compensation. unless pronibeed
 by law By accepting prize, winner 
agrees to 
hold
 Sponsor. its respective directors, officers, employees and assigns. harmless against any and all claims and liability 
arising
 out of use of prize 
Winner assumes ell liability for any intim, Of 
damage
 caused or claimed to be caused. by participation in this promotion Of use or redemption of any prize
 
By peffic Tahoe in this promotion. entrants agree to be 
bound  by the Official Rules and the decisions of the judges 




prizes  with a total approximate retail value of S31,950 will be
 awarded as follows III first 
Prize a Green 2000 Gl VW New Beetle. including one year s worth of car washes awarded in the form of a check Car will be awarded in 
'as is' condition 
IARV S16,030/,I31 Second Prizes Free Maid Service for one year, awarded in the form of a check 
IARV  S5.040 eachl. 1101 Third Prizes a Lie Detector 
Machine IARV S80 eachl Prizes consist of only 
those items specifically listed as pan of the prize 
6 For the names of prizewinners, available alter 12/22)00, send a separate. self addressed, stamped, 410 envelope, to be received by 11/6/00. to 
Come Clean With Pert Winners. PO Box 
4426.  Blair. NE 68009-4426 
